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Many customers today are facing issues around managing too many alerts, with some 90% being
false positives, which obviously has implications for the time analysts spend on their investigations.

Accolite is a $61 million global IT
Services company headquartered
in Dallas, USA with offices in UK,
SEA, and India. Accolite helps
clients develop business solutions
to achieve efficiency, effectiveness,
and supports large scale product
developments, testing, and other IT
services. Accolite provides access
to an expanded team of smart
engineers with deep technical and
functional expertise. It delivers
accelerated value to customers with
a robust banking, insurance, e-com,
healthcare, and aviation practice.

In addition, with perimeters expanding beyond the confines of the typical workspace, it has become
increasingly evident and critical to monitor the threats posed using insider credentials. Regardless of
whether the threats are accidental or intentional, they both ultimately lead to data theft or some form
of service disruptions.
Major gaps in controls, logging, and monitoring cause organizations to be unaware of the different
threats that already exist within their environments. Insider credentials with access to critical
infrastructure and data, need to be closely monitored.
The best approach to detect these scenarios is to tie anomalies to an identity using a kill chain
approach to model potential threat vectors and detect proactively.
“Securonix’s focus towards big data based threat hunting topped up with the AI/ML driven
normalization method which goes beyond the standard signature based log management module
really helps it score in terms of better threat visibility, higher quality time utilization of the analyst and
a much better response to breaches,” explained Dhruv Gupta, director of cybersecurity at Accolite.
There is a major pipeline of customers that Gupta has identified to take advantage of Securonix’s
analytics on top of their log based SIEMs including both upscaling as well as fresh new projects.
Gupta also referenced the “really good” support from Securonix, saying that “the concept of AI/ML
and threat chain driven approach towards cybersecurity from Securonix sits very well with our other
next gen practices like RPA, big data, UI/UX, cloud, etc.”

About Securonix
Securonix transforms enterprise security with actionable intelligence. Using a purpose-built security
analytics platform Securonix quickly and accurately detects high-risk threats to your organization.
For more information visit www.securonix.com
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Accolite has delivered large
programs and skill sets to Fortune
companies, bringing about
immense value-additions across
their investment banking, wealth
management, order management,
EPOS, retail analytics, commercial,
retail banking, and cybersecurity
practices. Accolite also serves
the AI/ML based niche lines in
cybersecurity covering technologies
like UEBA (user entity and behavior
analytics), SBDL (security big data
lake), threat hunting, NBAD (network
behavior analytics), PCAP (packet
capture), DLP, etc.
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